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Hear 
and be



When Style
Meets 
Performance
Featuring the ultimate in sound quality 
from one of the most revered names in high 
fidelity audio, award winning PRESENCE™ 
packs 70 years of sound heritage into an 
iconic design, to give you peak performance 
in the office or on the move.



With Sennheiser PRESENCE™ you get the best of both worlds: 
You get the benefit of superb sound and your listener gets 
to hear you clearly – no matter where you’re calling from.

With its best-in-class 3 microphone system, and advanced 
noise cancelling features, PRESENCE™ consistently delivers 
exceptional sound in different environments – especially 
for your listener. From noisy office, through a windy 
car-park to the relative quiet of your car, PRESENCE™ takes 
background noise in its stride and adapts seamlessly to 
give the consistent listening experience that professional 
communication demands. 

With its extended talk-time and comfort enhancing choice of 
wearing styles, this iconic headset is designed to actively help 
you and your listener focus on your conversation in the office 
or on the road. 

The Ultimate Headset 
for Getting Your 
Message Through

When Style
Meets 
Performance
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Uncompromising Sound 
for You and Your Listener

Best-in-class sound
A unique system with 3 digital microphones ensures legendary Sennheiser 
Voice Clarity for a clearer and more natural audio experience.

Adapts to all sound environments
SpeakFocus™ and WindSafe™ technologies provide your listeners  
with the ultimate in speech intelligibility in all environments.

Sound protection
ActiveGard® technology protects you from acoustic shock.

Maximized UC performance
Plug and play compatibility with leading UC platforms to get the  
most out of your UC environment.

Choice of wearing styles
3-in-one wearing solution for maximum comfort and convenience.

Multi-connectivity
Seamlessly switch between softphone and mobile calls, effectively  
replacing your in-office headset as well as your mobile headset.

Extended talk time
8 hours’ wideband (10 hours’ narrowband) performance for a full day  
on the move.

Increased range
Freedom to move up to 25 meters from PC with dongle, depending  
on environment.

Charger stand
Keep your PRESENCE™ accessible and charge simultaneously when you’re in 
the office.

PRESENCE™ packs a wealth of advanced sound technology into its  
slim discrete design to give demanding professionals peak performance 
on the move.



SpeakFocus™ technology
When it comes to business, clear communication is crucial. SpeakFocus™ 
technology focuses on your voice to deliver crystal clear sound, making it 
easy for listeners to hear what you’re saying – even in noisy environments. 

WindSafe™ technology
Be sure that your message gets through – even in challenging outdoor 
environments. WindSafe™ technology reduces wind noise to ensure the 
clearest possible sound is sent to your listener – and that your answers 
aren’t left blowing in the wind. 

Advanced own-voice detection technology
When you are speaking, an own-voice-detector detects your voice and 
optimizes speech intelligibility as well as reduces background noise for 
your listener. In addition, when you are silent, all distracting background 
noises such as keyboard- or paper rustling sounds are gradually reduced to 
make the communication experience even more enjoyable for the listener.
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PRESENCE™ has been designed with the user in focus, to ensure that every 
mobile professional gets the maximum value from their premium headset. 
Choose between these three variants to optimize your productivity. 

PRESENCE™ UC
is for mobile Unified Communications professionals who require a  
consistently excellent communication solution around the office,  
in the car and outdoors.
PRESENCE™ headband and charger stand are optional accessories.

PRESENCE™ UC ML
is for mobile Unified communications professionals using Skype for 
Business, who require a consistently excellent communication solution 
around the office, in the car and outdoors.
PRESENCE™ headband and charger stand are optional accessories.

PRESENCE™ Business
is for the mobile professional, who simply needs an excellent
communication solution in the office, in the car and outdoors.
Carry case, USB dongle, PRESENCE™ headband and charger stand  
are optional accessories.

See more at www.sennheiser.com/presence 

PRESENCE™ Mobile Series

Convenient carry case
PRESENCE™ UC versions come complete  
with a carrying case designed to protect  
your headset while keeping your accessories 
safe and at hand. With space for headset, 
dongle and USB charging cable, the case  
still fits conveniently into a pocket or bag. 
PRESENCE™ comes complete with both ear 
hook and ear sleeves.



PRESENCE™ Mobile Series

PRESENCE™ Headband 
The optional headband for the PRESENCE™ 
headset can be worn on left or right ear and 
positions PRESENCE™ at the perfect angle to 
maximize speech clarity.

Charger stand: CH 20 MB
Simply connect the charger to the USB 
output on your computer and place the 
PRESENCE™ headband in the charger stand 
for easy charging.

Optional 
Office Pack
Comfort and convenience
PRESENCE™ is designed to maximize your productivity in and and around  
the office. With its optional headband wearing style and charger, you can 
swiftly put it on for calls and replace it in your charger stand when finished. 

Remove office sound clutter
Ideal for changing office environments, unique noise reduction technology 
allows you to hear and be heard in even the noisiest of environments – even 
killing reverb and echo in stairwells or lobbies and effectively muting annoying 
keyboard noises or rustling paper when you’re on a call or Skyping.
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Sennheiser is one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of headphones, microphones, 
wireless transmission systems and high-quality 
headsets for both business and entertainment.

Drawing on the electro acoustics expertise of 
Sennheiser and the leading hearing healthcare 
specialist William Demant, Sennheiser 
Communications’ wireless and wired headsets 
and speakerphones for contact centers, offices 
and Unified Communications professionals are  
the result of Sennheiser’s and William Demant’s  
joint leadership in sound quality, design,  
wearing comfort and hearing protection.

Experience Sennheiser
Perfection is always relative: Users have different expectations  
from their headsets and speakerphones depending on their needs. 
For professional users, that need is to communicate as effectively 
as possible.

With Sennheiser’s range of headsets and speakerphones,  
the combination of Sennheiser sound leadership, quality design  
and build – and a focus on real life usability – give the best  
performance possible in offices, contact centers and Unified  
Communications environments.

Please visit us at: www.sennheiser.com/cco

Sennheiser Communications A/S 
Industriparken 27 · DK-2750 Ballerup · Denmark
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